To
The Programme Coordinator
MBA - (ONLINE MOODE)
Centre for Distance Education,
Anna University
Chennai – 600025.
Sir / Madam,

Sub: Preponement of Mock Test – Online Mode – MBA (Business Analytics) degree Programme – Reg.,

The mock test for the Online Mode MBA (Business analytics) was scheduled on 20-08-2022 and 21-08-2022 for two days and it is now rescheduled to 18.08.2022 and 19.08.2022 from 10.00 am to 9.00 pm to help the candidate better be prepared for the practice of test & and also for uploading the soft copies of written answer script (A4 pages) by section wise (Part – A, Part – B, Part – C) and page wise by clicking through upload button and if any difficulties arise send your feedback through CDE – Online Cell mail id

YOU ARE ALSO REQUESTED TO SEND THE FOLLOWING NOTE TO CANDIDATES

Online test takers have to arrange the minimum system requirement which is circulated already .In that two mobile phones are needed, (i) one android mobile phone with high speed internet connectivity is used to scan the QR code during the login credentials of the candidate to activate 360 view, as and when requested by the proctor to show the candidate position if it is disabled candidate has to rescan QR code and continue the test.

(ii) The other mobile with scanner (JPEG format only) is used to scan the written A4 answer pages and upload by section wise and page wise.

[Signature]

for CONTROLLER OF EXAMINATIONS i/c